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Abstract—Despite the intensive recent research on wireless
single-channel full-duplex communications, relatively little is
known about the transceiver chain nonidealities of full-duplex de-
vices. In this paper, the effect of nonlinear distortion occurring in
the transmitter power amplifier (PA) and the receiver chain is an-
alyzed, alongside with the dynamic range requirements of analog-
to-digital converters (ADCs). This is done with detailed system
calculations, which combine the properties of the individual
electronics components to jointly model the complete transceiver
chain, including self-interference cancellation. They also quantify
the decrease in the dynamic range for the signal of interest caused
by self-interference at the analog-to-digital interface. Using these
system calculations, we provide comprehensive numerical results
for typical transceiver parameters. The analytical results are
also confirmed with full waveform simulations. We observe that
the nonlinear distortion produced by the transmitter PA is a
significant issue in a full-duplex transceiver and, when using
cheaper and less linear components, also the receiver chain
nonlinearities become considerable. It is also shown that, with
digitally-intensive self-interference cancellation, the quantization
noise of the ADCs is another significant problem.
Index Terms—Full-duplex, direct-conversion transceiver, sys-
tem calculations, nonlinear distortion, IIP2, IIP3, quantization
noise, self-interference cancellation
I. INTRODUCTION
FULL-DUPLEX (FD) radio technology, where the devicestransmit and receive signals simultaneously at the same
center-frequency, is the new breakthrough in wireless com-
munications. Such frequency-reuse strategy can theoretically
double the spectral efficiency, compared to traditional half-
duplex (HD) systems, namely time-division duplexing (TDD)
and frequency-division duplexing (FDD). Furthermore, since
the transmission and reception happen at the same time at the
same frequency, the transceivers can sense each other’s trans-
missions and react to them. This, with appropriate medium
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access control (MAC) design, can result in a low level of
signaling and low latency in the networks. Because of these
benefits, full-duplex radios can revolutionize the design of
radio communications networks.
However, there are still several problems in the practical
realization and implementation of small and low-cost full-
duplex transceivers. The biggest challenge is the so called
self-interference (SI), which results from the fact that the
transmitter and receiver use either the same [1], [2] or separate
but closely-spaced antennas [3]–[6] and, thus, the transmit
signal couples strongly to the receiver path. The power of
the coupled signal can be, depending on, e.g., the antenna
separation and transmit power, in the order of 60–100 dB
stronger than the received signal of interest, especially when
operating close to the sensitivity level of the receiver chain.
In principle, the SI waveform can be perfectly regenerated
at the receiver since the transmit data is known inside the
device. Thus, again in principle, SI can be perfectly cancelled
in the receiver path. However, because the SI signal propagates
through an unknown coupling channel linking the transmitter
(TX) and receiver (RX) paths, and is also affected by unknown
nonlinear effects of the transceiver components, having perfect
knowledge of the SI signal is, in practice, far from realistic.
In literature, some promising full-duplex radio demonstra-
tions have recently been reported, e.g., in [3]–[6]. In these
papers, both radio frequency (RF) and digital signal processing
(DSP) techniques were proposed for SI suppression. Nearly 70
to 80 dB of overall attenuation has been reported at best, but
in real-world scenarios SI mitigation results have not been
even nearly that efficient [4]. This is because with low-cost
small-size electronics, feasible for mass-market products, the
RF components are subject to many nonidealities compared to
idealized demonstration setups reported in [3]–[6].
Several recent studies have analyzed selected analog/RF
circuit non-idealities in the context of practical full-duplex
radios. The phase noise of the transmitter and receiver os-
cillators has been analyzed, e.g., in [7]–[10]. In these studies
it was observed that the phase noise can potentially limit the
amount of achievable SI suppression, especially when using
two separate oscillators for transmitter and receiver. The effect
of phase noise is also taken into account in the analysis
presented in [11], where the feasibility of asynchronous full-
duplex communications is studied. Furthermore, the impact
of IQ mismatch induced mirror imaging has recently been
addressd in [12].
In addition, the amplifiers and mixers cause nonlinear
distortion, especially with transmit powers in the order of
10–50 dBm that are typical for, e.g., mobile cellular radios.
This can have a big impact on the characteristics and efficient
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Fig. 1: Block diagram of the analyzed direct-conversion full-duplex transceiver, where RF and digital baseband interfaces for self-interference cancellation are
illustrated in grey. Cases ’A’ and ’B’ refer to two alternative configurations assumed for reference signal extraction in RF cancellation.
cancellation of the SI waveform. Nonlinear distortion is a
particularly important problem in full-duplex radios, since the
receiver RF components must be able to tolerate the high-
power SI signal, which is then gradually suppressed in the
RX chain. Recently, the effect of nonlinear distortion in a full-
duplex transceiver, and its compensation, have been studied,
e.g., in [13]–[16]. These studies indicate that nonlinear dis-
tortion of transceiver components, in particular with low-cost
mass-product integrated circuits, forms a significant bottleneck
in practical full-duplex radio devices.
Thus, in this paper, a comprehensive analysis of the non-
linear distortion effects in full-duplex transceivers is provided,
with special focus on realistic achievable SI cancellation at
receiver RF and DSP stages and corresponding maximum
allowed transmit power. Such analysis and understanding
is currently missing from the literature of the full-duplex
field. The analysis covers the effects of both transmitter and
receiver nonlinearities, and shows that both can easily limit
the maximum allowed transmit power of the device. Explicit
expressions are provided that quantify the overall second- and
third-order nonlinear distortion power, due to all essential RF
components, at the detector input in the receiver. These can
be used directly to, e.g., derive the required linearity figures
for the transceiver RF components such that the nonlinear
distortion at detector input is within any given implementation
margin.
We also analyze, quantify, and compare two alternative RF
cancellation strategies where reference signal is taken either
from TX power amplifier (PA) input or output. We then show
that PA nonlinearity can seriously limit the device operation
already with transmit powers in the order of 5–10 dBm,
especially when RF cancellation reference is taken from PA
input. This indicates that, in addition to RX path, the linearity
of the TX chain is also of high concern when designing and
implementing full-duplex transceivers. The effect of transmit
imperfections is also analyzed in [17]–[20] with a relatively
simplified model. However, in this paper, the analysis of the
transmit imperfections is done based on the actual properties
of the TX components.
Finally, in addition to linearity analysis, the required dy-
namic range of the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) is ad-
dressed in this paper. Since a considerable amount of the SI
cancellation is carried out in the digital domain, additional
dynamic range is needed in the analog-to-digital interface
or otherwise the SI signal heavily decreases the effective
resolution of the weak desired signal. This, in turn, limits the
performance of the whole transceiver. In this paper, we will
explicitly quantify and derive the ADC dynamic range and
resolution requirements such that the signal-to-interference-
plus-noise ratio (SINR) at detector input in the RX chain does
not degrade more than the specified implementation margin.
Such analysis is also missing from the literature. In particular,
earlier work in [21] focuses on ADCs within an otherwise
ideal system, while the current analysis incorporates the joint
effect of quantization noise and all other nonidealities.
The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows.
Section II describes the analyzed full-duplex direct-conversion
transceiver model and especially the nonlinear characteristics
of the essential TX and RX components. The system calcula-
tions, in terms of the powers of the useful and interfering signal
components in different stages of the RX chain, as well as the
required ADC performance, are then carried out and analyzed
in Section III. Section IV provides the actual waveform-level
reference simulation results of a complete full-duplex device,
verifying the good accuracy of the system calculations and the
associated performance limits. Finally, conclusions are drawn
in Section V.
Nomenclature: Throughout the paper, the use of linear
power units is indicated by lowercase letters. Correspondingly,
when referring to logarithmic power units, uppercase letters
are used. The only exception to this is the noise factor, which
is denoted by capital F according to common convention in
the literature of the field. Watts are used as the absolute power
unit, and dBm as the logarithmic power unit.
II. FULL-DUPLEX TRANSCEIVER MODELING
Our approach is to model a complete full-duplex transceiver
component-wise, which allows us to analyze the feasibility
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(b) A sketch of the signal spectra at the detector input.
Fig. 2: A principal illustration of the signal spectra at the inputs of the ADC and the detector. Note that this figure depicts a situation with a medium-level
transmit power. With higher transmit powers, nonlinear distortion is more likely to be the dominant distortion component.
of single-frequency full-duplex communications. Most of the
emphasis in the calculations is at the receiver side since, due
to the powerful self-interference, it is the more delicate part
of the transceiver in terms of enabling full-duplex operation.
Nevertheless, the effects of the transmitter are also taken into
account as the exact SI waveform depends on, e.g., power
amplifier nonlinearities. We wish to again emphasize that also
oscillator phase noise can represent a performance bound in
FD devices [7]–[10]. However, as the focus in this article
is on nonlinear distortion and ADC interface, phase noise is
neglected in the following.
A block diagram representing the analyzed full-duplex
direct-conversion transceiver is given in Fig. 1. For generality,
both RF- and DSP-based SI cancellation [21] are covered in
the analysis. The direct-conversion architecture is chosen due
to its simple structure and wide applications, e.g., in cellular
devices. Another signifcant aspect is the assumed reference
signal path for RF cancellation. In this paper, two alternative
scenarios are analyzed: Case A, in which the reference signal
is taken from the output of the PA and attenuated to a proper
level, and Case B, in which the reference signal is taken
directly from the input of the PA. These scenarios are also
marked in the block diagram in Fig. 1 using a switch. In
general, both RF and DSP cancellation stages are assumed
to deploy only linear processing.
A. Analysis Principles and Performance Measures
In the transceiver system calculations, the two most relevant
interfaces are the ADC input and detector input. These points
are also marked in the block diagram in Fig. 1. Furthermore,
example signal characteristics and the different signal com-
ponents, alongside with their typical relative power levels,
are illustrated in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). The reason for the
significance of the ADC input is the role of quantization and
its dependence on SI. As the receiver automatic gain control
(AGC) keeps the total ADC input at constant level, higher
SI power means reduced desired signal power and thus more
and more of the ADC dynamic range is reserved by the SI
signal. This, in turn, indicates reduced effective resolution for
the desired signal, which may limit the receiver performance.
The effect of quantization is studied by determining the
SINR at the ADC input, quantifying the power of the desired
signal relative to the other signal and distortion components
at this point. A typical situation in terms of the power levels
at this interface can be seen in Fig. 2(a), where the SI signal
is clearly dominating, and thus reserving a signicant amount
of dynamic range.
Then, to characterize the overall performance of the whole
full-duplex transceiver, and how the different types of dis-
tortion affect it, also the final SINR at the detector input,
including digital SI cancellation, is studied and analyzed. This
is thus the other significant point or calculation interface in
the forthcoming analysis. Typical power levels also at this
interface can be seen in Fig. 2(b), where the SI signal has
now been attenuated by digital cancellation, and it is no more
the dominant distortion component. However, due to analog-
to-digital conversion, there is now quantization noise in the
total signal, which might be a significant issue, depending on
the parameters of the transceiver.
Throughout the rest of the article, it is assumed that all the
distortion types can be modelled in additive form. This is very
typical in transceiver system calculations, see, e.g., [22], [23].
The good accuracy of this approach is also verified by full
waveform simulations later in Section IV.
Under the above assumptions, the SINR on linear scale at
the ADC input can now be directly defined as
sinrADC =
grxpSOI,in
grxFpN,in +
grx
aant
(
ptx
aRF
+ p3rd,PA,txaNL
)
+ p2nd + p3rd
,
(1)
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where grx is the total gain of the RX chain, pSOI,in is the power
of the signal of interest at RX input, F is the noise factor of
the receiver, pN,in is the thermal noise power at the input of the
receiver, aant and aRF are the amounts of antenna attenuation
and RF cancellation, ptx is the transmit power, p3rd,PA,tx is the
power of PA-induced nonlinear distortion at the output of the
transmit chain, parameter aNL is aRF for Case A and 1 for Case
B, and p2nd and p3rd are the cumulated powers of 2nd- and 3rd-
order nonlinear distortion produced at the RX chain. All the
powers are assumed to be in linear units, which is indicated
also by the lowercase symbols. These signal components are
illustrated in Fig. 2(a) with realistic relative power levels.
The purpose of defining the ADC input SINR is to quantify
the ratio of the useful signal power and total noise-plus-
interference power entering the analog-to-digital interface.
With fixed ADC voltage range, and assuming that the overall
receiver gain is controlled properly, the total ADC input power
grxpSOI,in + grxFpN,in +
grx
aantaRF
ptx +
grx
aNL
p3rd,PA,tx + p2nd + p3rd is
always matched to the maximum allowed average power, say
ptarget. This will be elaborated in more details later.
Taking next the quantization noise and digital cancellation
into account, the SINR at the detector input can be defined as
sinrD =
grxpSOI,in
grxFpN,in +
grx
aant
(
ptx
aRFadig
+ p3rd,PA,txaNL
)
+ pquant + · · ·
+ p2nd + p3rd
,
(2)
where adig is the attenuation achieved by digital cancellation
and pquant is the power of quantization noise. This SINR
defines the overall receiver performance of the full-duplex
transceiver and is thus the most significant figure of merit in
the analysis. A realistic scetch of the relative power levels of
the specified signal components also at this interface can be
seen in Fig. 2(b).
The following subsections analyze in detail the different
component powers of the above two principal equations, and
their dependence on the transmit power, RF cancellation,
digital cancellation, and TX and RX chain nonlinear charac-
teristics. Then, in Section III, these are all brought together
and it is analyzed in detail how these elementary parameters
and transceiver characteristics affect the SINR at both of the
studied interfaces and thereon the whole transceiver operation.
B. Radio-Frequency Front-End
1) Receiver Reference Sensitivity: The most challenging
situation from the SI suppression perspective is when the
actual received signal is close to the receiver sensitivity level.
Thus, we begin by briefly defining the receiver reference
sensitivity, which is determined by the thermal noise floor at
RX input, the noise figure of the receiver, and the signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) requirement at the detector. This forms then
the natural reference for assumed received signal levels in our
analysis. The reference sensitivity, expressed in dBm, follows
directly from [22] and can be written as
Psens = −174 + 10 log10(B) +NF rx + SNRd, (3)
where B is the bandwidth of the system in Hertz, NF rx is the
noise figure of the receiver, and SNRd is the SNR requirement
at the input of the detector. In modern radio systems, the
sensitivity is, strictly-speaking, affected by the assumed code
rate and modulation through varying SNR requirements. How-
ever, for simplicity, only two reference sensitivity numbers are
assumed in this study in the numerical examples of Section III.
The total receiver noise figure, in dB, is in general defined
as NF rx = 10 log10(Frx) where the total noise factor of the
assumed RX chain in Fig. 1 is given by the classical Friis’
formula [22] as
Frx = FLNA +
Fmixer − 1
gLNA
+
FVGA − 1
gLNAgmixer
. (4)
In above, FLNA, Fmixer, and FVGA are the noise factors of the
LNA, IQ Mixer, and VGA, respectively. Similarly, gLNA, gmixer,
and gVGA are the linear gains of the components.
2) RF Cancellation: In general, depending on the antenna
separation, the path loss between the transmit and receive
antennas attenuates the SI signal to a certain degree. However,
to prevent the saturation of the RX chain, additional RF
cancellation is most likely required. For generality, a multi-
tap RF cancellation circuit, as presented in [13], [24], is
assumed in this paper. This type of a cancellation circuit
consists of several fixed delay lines, each of which has its own
weight factor. Thus, the final cancellation signal consists of a
linear combination of several delayed versions of the reference
transmit signal with appropriate phase and amplitude tuning.
The cancellation is then done by estimating the coefficients
for the different delay lines based on the SI coupling channel,
and subtracting this cancellation signal from the received
signal. Thus, depending on the chosen delays, this type of
a RF cancellation scheme might even be able to attenuate the
multipath components. It should be noted, however, that in
terms of the actual system calculations there is no difference
between using a single- or multi-tap RF canceller, as only the
amount of achieved SI attenuation is taken into account by the
equations.
Furthermore, in our analysis, two alternatives for the refer-
ence signal path are considered, as follows.
• Case A describes perhaps the most widely used imple-
mentation technique for taking the reference signal for RF
cancellation [3], [4], [25]–[27]. However, the drawback
of this approach is the need for a bulky RF attenuator to
achieve a feasible power level for the cancellation signal.
The required amount of attenuation is obviously the
estimated path loss between the antennas, as this ensures
that the powers of the reference signal and incoming SI
signal are of similar magnitude at the RF cancellation
block.
• In Case B, the reference signal is taken already from the
input of the PA. As the gain of the PA is usually within
10 dB of the magnitude of the path loss between the
antennas [22], [23], only a tunable amplitude and phase
matching circuit, such as a commercial product [28], with
feasible tuning range is required. Thus, no additional RF
attenuator is needed, resulting in a simpler and lower-
cost RF frontend. On the other hand, as shown in this
paper, the problem in this implementation is the nonlinear
distortion produced by the PA, which is not included in
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the reference signal. Thus, it is not attenuated by RF
cancellation like in Case A, resulting in a lower SINR in
the analog domain. This will be illustrated in Section III.
Notice also that from the PA nonlinearity perspective,
Case B is equivalent to the method used in [5] and [29],
where a separate low-power TX chain is used to generate
the RF reference signal. Thus, in our analysis, Case B
covers indirectly also this type of transceiver scenarios.
C. Analog-to-Digital Interface and Digital Cancellation
Next we address issues related to analog-to-digital interface
and quantization noise, especially from the perspective of
residual SI left for digital cancellation. The starting point is
the classical expression, available in, e.g., [22], defining the
signal-to-quantization-noise ratio of the ADC as
SNRADC = 6.02b+ 4.76− PAPR, (5)
where b is the number of bits at the ADC, and PAPR is the
estimated peak-to-average power ratio. The above expression
assumes proper AGC at ADC input such that the full range
of the ADC is used but the clipping of the signal peaks is
avoided. However, the analysis could be easily translated to
cover clipping noise as well [21].
Building on the above expression, our approach to analyze
the impact of SI on analog-to-digital interface is to determine
how many bits are effectively lost from the signal of interest.
This is directly based on the fact that the remaining SI signal
reserves part of the dynamic range of the ADC and thus
decreases the resolution of the desired signal. Now, the amount
of lost bits due to RX noise and interference can be determined
by calculating how many dBs the signal of interest is below the
total signal power, as this is directly the amount of dynamic
range that is reserved by the noise and interference. The
amount of lost bits can thus in general be calculated from
(5) as
blost,I+N =
Ptot − PSOI
6.02
, (6)
where Ptot and PSOI are the total power of the signal and
the power of the signal of interest at the input of the ADC,
respectively, and 6.02 depicts the dynamic range of one bit,
thus mapping the loss of dynamic range to loss of bits. Then,
the actual bit loss due to self-interference is defined as the
increase in lost bits when comparing the receiver operation
with and without SI. Following this step-by-step path, and
using (6), a closed-form equation for the bit loss can be derived
as shown in detail in Appendix A, yielding
blost = log4
[
1 +
(
1
pSOI,in + pN,in
)
·
(
ptx
aantaRF
+
p3tx
aantaNLiip3
2
PAg
2
PA
)]
. (7)
Here, iip3 PA and gPA are the IIP3 figure and gain of the PA
in linear units, respectively.
An immediate observation following from (7) is that in-
creasing the transmit power with respect to the other signal
components also increases the bit loss. Furthermore, increasing
antenna attenuation or RF cancellation decreases the bit loss.
These are relatively intuitive results, but with (7) they can be
quantified and analyzed exactly. It is also important to note
that the bit loss does not depend on the total amount of bits
in the ADC. Thus, the detailed numerical illustrations given
in Section III, based on (7), apply to all ADCs.
Finally, prior to detection, the remaining SI is mitigated
in the digital domain by subtracting the transmitted baseband
waveform from the received signal. The subtracted samples are
generated by linearly filtering the transmitted symbols with an
estimate of the overall coupling channel response linking the
TX and RX. In practice, the channel estimation at this stage
includes the effects of the transmitter, the coupling channel
between the antennas, and the receiver. Also the multipath
components due to reflections are included in the channel
estimate. In our analysis, as was already illustrated in (2),
the efficiency of digital cancellation is parameterized through
digital SI attenuation adig, or Adig in dB. Notice that since
only linear digital cancellation is assumed, only the linear SI
component is suppressed.
D. Nonlinear Distortion in Receiver Chain
In addition to quantization noise, the nonlinear distortion
produced by the components of the transceiver is also of
great interest. Following the well-established conventions from
literature, nonlinear distortion of individual components is
modeled by using the IIP2 and IIP3 figures (2nd- and 3rd-order
input-referred intercept points) [22]. For a general nth-order
nonlinearity, the power of the nonlinear distortion in dBm at
the output of the component is given by
Pnth = Pout − (n− 1)(IIPn − Pin), (8)
where Pin is the total input power of the component, Pout is
the total output power, and IIPn is nth-order input-referred
intercept point, all in dBm. As is well known in the literature,
such principal power characteristics apply quite accurately,
given that the component is not driven to full saturation, while
offering analytically tractable expressions to accumulate total
nonlinear distortion powers of a complete transceiver chain.
In the case of the RX chain, this includes the LNA, mixers,
and baseband VGA. The accuracy of this approach over a
wide range of parameters, e.g., transmit powers, is illustrated
and verified through full reference waveform simulations in
Section IV.
E. Transmitter Modeling and PA Nonlinearity
When analyzing and modeling the TX chain, it is assumed
that the power of thermal noise is negligibly low. This is a
reasonable assumption as transmitters are never limited by
inband thermal noise floor. Hence, thermal noise is omitted
from transmitter modeling and only injected at RX input.
Furthermore, we also assume that the power amplifier is the
main source of nonlinear distortion, since all other transmitter
components operate at low power regime. In fact, even if some
nonlinear distortion was created, e.g., in the feeding amplifier
prior to PA, it is a part of the RF cancellation reference signal
in all the considered scenarios, and hence suppressed by RF
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cancellation below the RX noise level. Thus, it is sufficient
to focus on the nonlinearities of the PA when analyzing the
transmitter.
The PA itself, in turn, is typically heavily nonlinear [22],
[23], [30]. In our analysis, we assume that the PA produces
3rd-order distortion which falls on to the signal band, since
this is the dominant distortion in practice. This is characterized
with the IIP3 figure of the PA, according to (8). Furthermore,
in Case A, this distortion is included in the reference signal,
and is thus attenuated by RF cancellation. In Case B, this is
not the case, and the nonlinear distortion produced by the PA
remains at the same level after RF cancellation, as it is only
attenuated by the coupling channel path loss.
Another observation about the nonlinearities of the transmit
chain is that linear digital cancellation cannot suppress them,
because the reference symbols for digital cancellation exist
only in the digital domain and do not include any analog
distortion. Moreover, nonlinear distortion cannot be modelled
with a linear filter, and thus linear digital cancellation is unable
to mitigate it. The results shown in this paper thus give moti-
vation to develop nonlinear digital SI cancellation techniques.
First works to this direction have been very recently reported
in [13]–[15].
F. Accumulated Component Powers at Detector Input
The previous subsections describe elementary component-
level modeling principles. Next, in this subsection, we ac-
cumulate the total observable power levels of all essential
individual signal components at the input of the detector.
This includes the desired signal power, (residual) SI power,
quantization noise power, thermal noise power, RX 2nd- and
3rd-order nonlinear distortion power, and TX PA induced 3rd-
order nonlinear distortion power.
First, the power of the quantization noise at the detector
input can be written as
Pquant = Ptarget − SNRADC = Ptarget − 6.02b− 4.76 + PAPR,
(9)
where Ptarget is the maximum allowed average power of the
signal at the ADC input, such that clipping is avoided. For
any given PAPR, it can be observed that the power of the
quantization noise depends only on the characteristics of the
ADC, namely its maximum input power and the amount of
bits.
The powers of the other signal components depend on
several parameters, first and foremost on the total gain of the
RX chain. As the signal of interest, SI signal, and the nonlinear
distortion produced by the PA are the only significant signal
components at the very input of the receiver, the total gain in
linear units can be first written as
grx =
ptarget
1
aant
(
ptx
aRF
+ p3rd,PA,txaNL
)
+ pSOI,in
. (10)
When considering Case A, the nonlinear distortion produced
by the PA is attenuated by RF cancellation. Thus, with high
transmit powers, the power of the total signal at the input of
the receiver can be approximated by the power of SI, as it
is several orders of magnitude higher than the power of any
other signal component when operating close to the sensitivity
level. In this case, (10) is simplified to
grx =
aantaRFptarget
ptx
. (11)
Knowing now the total gain of the receiver, it is then trivial
to write the expressions for the powers of the other signal
components, namely the signal of interest and thermal noise,
at the input of the detector in dBm as
PSOI = PSOI,in +Grx and (12)
PN = PN,in +Grx +NF rx. (13)
The corresponding power of linear SI can be written as
PSI = Ptx −Aant −ARF −Adig +Grx. (14)
Furthermore, for high transmit powers, when (11) can be used
to approximate the total gain of the RX chain, (14) becomes
PSI = Ptarget −Adig.
Next, the total powers of the 2nd- and 3rd-order nonlinear
distortion, produced by the RX chain, are derived based on (8),
as shown in detail in Appendix B. The resulting equations are
p2nd ≈ g2LNAgmixergVGAp2in
(
1
iip2mixer
+
gmixer
iip2VGA
)
(15)
p3rd ≈ gLNAgmixergVGAp3in
[(
1
iip3 LNA
)2
+
(
gLNA
iip3mixer
)2
+
(
gLNAgmixer
iip3VGA
)2]
, (16)
where the subscript of each parameter indicates the considered
component. Furthermore, iip2 k and iip3 k are the 2nd- and
3rd-order input intercept points expressed in Watts, gk is the
linear gain of the corresponding component, and pin is the total
power of the signal after RF cancellation, again in Watts.
Finally, the power of the PA-induced nonlinear distortion at
the output of the transmit chain can be written as
P3rd,PA,tx = Ptx − 2(IIP3 PA − (Ptx −GPA))
= 3Ptx − 2(IIP3 PA +GPA), (17)
This value is used in, for example, (10), as the gain is
determined based on the signal levels at the input of the RX
chain. The power of the PA-induced nonlinear distortion at the
input of the detector can then be written as
P3rd,PA = P3rd,PA,tx +Grx −Aant −ANL
= 3Ptx − 2(IIP3 PA +GPA) +Grx −Aant −ANL.
(18)
As only linear digital cancellation is deployed, the nonlinear
distortion produced by the PA is only attenuated by the
coupling channel path loss (Aant), and potentially by RF
cancellation (ANL = ARF), if considering Case A. Further
attenuation of this nonlinear component with actual nonlinear
cancellation processing, analog or digital, is out of the scope
of this paper. The potential benefits of digitally attenuating
nonlinearly distorted SI signals are analyzed in, e.g., [13]–
[15].
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III. SYSTEM CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS
In this section, we put together the elementary results of
the previous section in terms of overall system calculations.
The basic assumption is that the actual received signal is only
slightly above the receiver sensitivity level, as this is the most
challenging case from the SI perspective. The main interests of
these calculations are then to see how much the quantization
noise produced by the ADC affects the overall performance
of the transceiver, and how severe the nonlinear distortion
products, caused by full-duplex operation, are at the detector
input. For this reason, the final signal quality (SINRd) after
the ADC and digital cancellation is measured with different
parameters and transmit powers.
In all the experiments, the maximum allowed SINR loss due
to full-duplex operation is assumed to be 3 dB. This means that
if the effective total noise-plus-interference power more than
doubles compared to classical half-duplex operation, then the
receiver performance loss becomes too high. Thus, the derived
SINRd values under FD operation are compared to signal-to-
thermal-noise-ratio (SNRd) at the input of the detector. The
transmit power level at which this 3 dB loss is reached is
referred to as the maximum transmit power. It is marked to
all relevant result figures with a vertical line to illustrate what
is effectively the highest transmit power with which the full-
duplex transceiver can still operate with tolerable SINR loss.
This also provides a way to obtain some insight into the
relative performances of half-duplex and full-duplex radio
devices. Namely, with a low SINR loss, a full-duplex radio can
be assumed to approximately double the spectral efficiency,
whereas with a high SINR loss, the effective spectral efficiency
might be even lower than that achieved by traditional half-
duplex radios. A SINR loss of 3 dB illustrates a point at
which full-duplex transceivers can still be expected to provide
a capacity gain in comparison to half-duplex transceivers.
In addition, (7) compares the effect of quantization noise
in full-duplex and half-duplex transceivers by determining
the SI-induced decrease in the effective dynamic range of
the ADC. However, a more in-depth analysis regarding the
performance of practical full-duplex transceivers, especially at
system/network level, is out of the scope of this paper, and we
consider it as a possible topic for future work. Furthermore,
a detailed performance comparison between half-duplex and
full-duplex radios under some implementation impairments,
excluding nonlinear distortion, is already done in [31].
A. Parameters for Numerical Results
In order to provide actual numerical results with the derived
equations, parameters for the full-duplex transceiver are spec-
ified. It should be emphasized that the chosen parameters are
just example numbers chosen for illustration purposes only,
and all the calculations can be easily repeated with any given
parametrization.
1) Receiver: The general system level parameters of the
studied full-duplex transceiver are shown in Table I, and the
parameters of the individual components of the receiver are
shown in Table II. Two sets of parameters are used, which
are referred to as Parameter Set 1 and Parameter Set 2. The
TABLE I: System level parameters of the full-duplex transceiver for Parameter
Sets 1 and 2.
Parameter Value for Value for
Param. Set 1 Param. Set 2
SNR requirement 10 dB 5 dB
Bandwidth 12.5 MHz 3 MHz
Receiver noise figure 4.1 dB 4.1 dB
Sensitivity −88.9 dBm −100.1 dBm
Received signal power −83.9 dBm −95.1 dBm
Antenna separation 40 dB 40 dB
RF cancellation 40 dB 20 dB
Digital cancellation 35 dB 35 dB
ADC bits 8 12
ADC P-P voltage range 4.5 V 4.5 V
PAPR 10 dB 10 dB
Allowed SINR loss 3 dB 3 dB
TABLE II: Parameters for the components of the receiver. The values in the
parentheses are the values used in Parameter Set 2.
Component Gain [dB] IIP2 [dBm] IIP3 [dBm] NF [dB]
BPF 0 - - 0
LNA 25 43 −9 (−15) 4.1
Mixer 6 42 15 4
LPF 0 - - 0
VGA 0–69 43 14 (10) 4
Total 31–100 11 −17 (−21) 4.1
first set of parameters corresponds to state-of-the-art wideband
RF transceiver performance. The parameters of the 2nd set
model a more challenging scenario with lower received signal
power, decreased linearity, and slightly inferior SI cancellation
ability. In most parts of the analysis, Parameter Set 1 is used
as it depicts better the characteristics of modern transceivers,
especially in terms of bandwidth and linearity.
With (3), the sensitivity level of the receiver can be cal-
culated as Psens = −88.9 dBm for Parameter Set 1. This is
a typical realistic value and close to the reference sensitivity
specified in the LTE specifications [32]. For Parameter Set 2,
the corresponding sensitivity is Psens = −100.1 dBm, which
is an even more challenging value, assuming that the power
of the received signal is close to the sensitivity level. Here,
the power of the received signal is assumed to be 5 dB above
sensitivity level, resulting in a received power level of either
PSOI,in = −83.9 dBm or PSOI,in = −95.1 dBm, depending on
the parameter set.
The isolation between the antennas is assumed to be 40 dB.
This value, or other values of similar magnitude, have been
reported several times in literature [4]–[6]. Furthermore, the
assumed RF cancellation level for Parameter Set 1 is 40 dB.
For a single-tap RF canceller (used, e.g., in [3], [4]), this value
is somewhat optimistic However, if a multi-tap RF cancellation
circuit is considered, RF cancellation values of this magnitude
can easily be expected [13]. In Parameter Set 2, in turn, a lower
RF cancellation level of 20 dB is assumed to represent a more
practical scenario.
The component parameters of the actual direct-conversion
RX chain are determined according to [33]–[35]. The objective
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TABLE III: Parameters for the components of the transmitter.
Component Gain [dB] IIP3 [dBm] NF [dB]
LPF 0 - 0
Mixer 5 5 9
VGA 0–35 5 10
PA 27 20 5
Total 32–67 −20 10.3
is to select typical parameters for each component, and thus
obtain reliable and feasible results. The chosen parameters are
shown in Table II, where the values without parentheses are
used with Parameter Set 1, while the values with parentheses
are used with Parameter Set 2. With (15) and (16), the total
IIP2 and IIP3 figures of the whole receiver can be calculated
to be 10.8 dBm and −17.1 dBm (Parameter Set 1) or 10.8
dBm and −20.1 dBm (Parameter Set 2), respectively.
The ADC input is controlled by the VGA such that the
assumed full voltage range is properly utilized. As a realistic
scenario, PAPR of the total signal is assumed to be 10 dB
and state-of-the-art ADC specifications in [36] are deployed
in terms of full voltage range. Using now (5), the signal-to-
quantization noise ratio of the ADC is SNRADC = 6.02b −
5.24, where b is the number of bits at the ADC.
2) Transmitter: The parameters of the individual TX com-
ponents are shown in Table III, and they are the same for
both parameter sets. Again, typical values are chosen for the
parameters according to [22] and [23]. This ensures that the
conclusions apply to a realistic TX chain. Furthermore, for
the transmitter, only 3rd-order nonlinear distortion is taken into
account as the 2nd-order nonlinearities do not fall on the actual
signal band. Assuming that the power of the feeding amplifier
input signal is approximately −35 dBm, it can be observed
from the table that, with the maximum feeding amplifier gain,
the power of the 3rd-order nonlinear distortion at the output of
the transmit chain is 40 dB lower than the fundamental signal
component. Hence, the spectral purity of the considered TX
chain is relatively high, and thus the obtained results, when
it comes to the PA-induced nonlinear distortion, are on the
optimistic side.
Taking into account the input power and maximum gain
range of the feeding amplifier, it can also be observed From
Table III that the power of the transmitted signal is between −8
and 27 dBm. This is a sufficient range for example in WLAN
applications, or in other types of indoor communications. In
addition, the studied transmit power range applies in some
cases also to mobile devices in a cellular network, like class
3 LTE mobile transmitter [32]. In the following numerical
results, the transmit power is varied between −5 and 25 dBm.
B. Results with Case A
In this section, calculations are performed and illustrated
under the assumption that the reference signal for RF cancel-
lation is taken after the PA, according to Case A. Thus, the
nonlinear distortion produced by the PA is included in the RF
reference signal and consequently attenuated by the assumed
amount of RF cancellation.
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Fig. 3: The power levels of different signal components at the input of the
detector with Parameter Set 1, assuming Case A.
1) Fixed Amount of Digital Cancellation: In the first part
of the analysis, Parameter Set 1 is used and only the transmit
power of the transceiver is varied, while all the other param-
eters remain constant and unaltered. The power levels of the
different signal components can be seen in Fig. 3 in terms
of transmit power. The power levels have been calculated
using (9)–(16) with the selected parameters. It is imminently
obvious that with the chosen parameters, the actual SI is the
most significant distortion component. Furthermore, it can be
observed that the maximum transmit power is approximately
15 dBm, marked by a vertical line. After this point, the
loss of SINR due to SI becomes greater than 3 dB because
the SI becomes equally powerful as thermal noise. When
interpreting the behavior of the curves in Fig. 3, one should
also remember that the power of the signal entering the ADC
is kept approximately constant by the AGC. Thus, in practise,
the total gain of the RX chain reduces when transmit power
increases.
The amount of lost bits, with respect to transmit power,
can be seen in Fig. 4. The curve is calculated with (7) and
it tells how much of the dynamic range of the ADC is
effectively reserved by SI. It can be observed that when using
Parameter Set 1, approximately 3 bits are lost due to SI with
the maximum transmit power of 15 dBm. This emphasizes the
fact that, in this scenario, the actual SI is the limiting factor for
the transmit power. Actually, the power of quantization noise
is almost 10 dB lower. However, from Fig. 4 it can also be
observed that, with a transmit power of 20 dBm, the bit loss
is already 4 bits. This indicates that, in order to enable the
usage of higher transmit powers, a high-bit ADC is required.
2) Variable Amount of Digital Cancellation and Pushing
the Performance Limits: In order to further analyze the
limits set by the analog-to-digital conversion and nonlinear
distortion, it is next assumed that the amount of digital linear
cancellation can be increased by an arbitrary amount, while
the other parameters remain constant. With this assumption,
it is possible to cancel the remaining linear SI perfectly in
the digital domain. The reason for performing this type of
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Fig. 4: The amount of lost bits due to SI with both parameter sets in Case A.
an analysis is to determine the boundaries of DSP-based SI
cancellation, as it would be beneficial to cancel as large
amount of SI in the digital domain as possible. However,
in many cases, increasing only digital cancellation is not
sufficient to guarantee a high enough SINR because nonlinear
distortion and quantization noise increase the effective noise
floor above the allowed level.
To observe these factors in more detail, the amount of digital
cancellation is next selected so that the loss of SINR caused
by SI is fixed at 3 dB. This means that the combined power
of the other distortion components is allowed to be equal to
the power of the thermal noise included in the received signal.
Thus, in this case, if the ratio between the signal of interest
and dominating distortion becomes smaller than 15 dB, the
above condition does not hold, and the loss of SINR becomes
greater than 3 dB.
Below we provide closed-form solution for the required
amount of digital cancellation. The linear SINR requirement,
which must be fulfilled after digital cancellation, is denoted
by sinrRQ. Then, the SINR requirement can only be fulfilled
if
sinrRQ <
grxpSOI,in
grxFpN,in + p2nd + p3rd +
grxp3rd,PA,tx
aantaRF
+ pquant
. (19)
In words, the SINR must be above the minimum requirement
without taking the SI into account. If it is assumed that the
above condition holds, the required SINR can be achieved with
digital cancellation, and it can be written as
sinrRQ =
grxpSOI,in
grxFpN,in +
grx
aant
(
ptx
aRFadig
+ p3rd,PA,txaRF
)
+ p2nd + · · ·
+ p3rd + pquant
.
(20)
From here, the amount of required digital cancellation can be
solved and written as
adig =
grxptx
aantaRF
grxpSOI,in
sinrRQ
− (gFpN,in + p2nd + p3rd + grxp3rd,PA,txaantaRF + pquant)
=
1
1 + aantaRFpSOI,inptx
(
1
sinrRQ
− 1sinrDC
) , (21)
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Fig. 5: The required amount of digital cancellation to sustain a 3 dB SINR
loss with both parameter sets in Case A.
where sinrDC is the linear SINR before digital cancellation.
The first form of the equation above shows that the amount of
required digital cancellation depends directly on the transmit
power. It can also be observed that increasing antenna separa-
tion or RF cancellation decreases the requirements for digital
cancellation.
The required amount of digital cancellation to sustain a
maximum of 3 dB SINR loss, calculated from (21), is illus-
trated in Fig. 5 in terms of the transmit power. The other
parameters, apart from digital cancellation, are kept constant.
It can be observed from the figure that the maximum transmit
power is approximately 23 dBm for Parameter Set 1. After
this, the amount of required digital cancellation increases to
infinity, indicating perfect linear SI cancellation. However, as
discussed earlier, after this point even perfect linear digital
cancellation is not sufficient to maintain the required SINR,
because quantization noise and nonlinearities become the
limiting factor.
The power levels of the different signal components in this
scenario are presented in Fig. 6. It can be observed that now
quantization noise is the limiting factor for the SINR. The
reason for this is that, with higher transmit powers and variable
digital cancellation, the majority of SI is now cancelled in
the digital domain and thus SI occupies the majority of
the dynamic range of the ADC. This, on the other hand,
deteriorates the resolution of the desired signal.
In order to further analyze the maximum allowed transmit
power of the considered full-duplex transceiver, it is next
determined how different parameters influence it. If we denote
the signal-to-(thermal)noise-ratio at the detector by snr d, the
following equation holds when the loss of SINR is 3 dB:
snr d =
grxpSOI,in
grx
aant
(
ptx,max
aRFadig
+ p3rd,PA,txaRF
)
+ p2nd + p3rd + pquant
. (22)
This means that the total power of the other types of distortion
is equal to the thermal noise power, resulting in 3 dB SINR
loss. When considering the maximum transmit power, it is
again assumed that digital SI cancellation is perfect. Further-
more, as the transmit power is high, and also the nonlinear
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Fig. 6: The power levels of different signal components at the input of
the detector when the amount of digital cancellation is increased, assuming
Parameter Set 1 and Case A.
distortion produced by the PA is attenuated by RF cancellation,
the power of SI can be used to approximate the power of the
total signal at the input of the RX chain. This, on the other
hand, allows us to use (11) to approximate the total receiver
gain. Thus, when substituting grx with (11), letting adig →∞,
and expressing quantization noise as ptargetsnrADC , (22) becomes
snr d =
aantaRFptarget
ptx,max
pSOI,in
aantaRFptarget
ptx,max
p3rd,PA,tx
aantaRF
+ p2nd + p3rd +
ptarget
snrADC
=
aantaRFpSOI,in
ptx,max
(
p2nd+p3rd
ptarget
+ 1snrADC
)
+ p3rd,PA,tx
. (23)
By solving (23) in terms of ptx,max, the maximum transmit
power can be obtained. However, as the power of nonlin-
ear distortion is dependent on the transmit power, it is not
convenient to derive an analytical equation for the maximum
transmit power as it would require solving the roots of a
3rd-order polynomial. On the other hand, if we consider the
scenario of Fig. 6, it can be seen that the quantization noise
is actually the dominant distortion component. Thus, in this
case, p2nd + p3rd ≈ 0 and p3rd,PA,tx ≈ 0, and the maximum
transmit power becomes
ptx,max =
aantaRFpSOI,insnrADC
snr d
i.e. Ptx,max = Aant +ARF + PSOI,in + SNRADC − SNRd.
(24)
By substituting SNRADC with (5), we can approximate
the maximum transmit power of the considered full-duplex
transceiver as
Ptx,max = Aant +ARF + PSOI,in − SNRd + 6.02b
− PAPR + 4.76. (25)
This applies accurately when the quantization noise is the
limiting factor.
An alternative possible scenario is the situation where the
amount of bits is sufficiently high such that the quantization
noise is not the main performance bottleneck. In this case,
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Fig. 7: The maximum transmit power with respect to the number of bits at the
ADC, again with both parameter sets. The blue curve shows the real value of
the maximum transmit power, and the red and black curves show the values
when quantization noise or nonlinear distortion is the dominant distortion,
respectively.
the power of nonlinear distortion is the limiting factor for the
maximum transmit power (still assuming adig →∞). In other
words, if we let snrADC →∞, (23) becomes
snr d =
aantaRFpSOI,in
ptx,max
(
p2nd+p3rd
ptarget
)
+ p3rd,PA,tx
. (26)
However, similar to solving (23), it is again very inconvenient
to derive a compact form for the maximum transmit power in
this scenario, since it would again require solving the roots
of a third order polynomial. Nevertheless, the value for the
maximum transmit power can in this case be easily calculated
numerically, which yields ptx,max ≈ 25.02 dBm and ptx,max ≈
10.29 dBm with Parameter Sets 1 and 2, respectively.
If operating under such conditions that neither intermodula-
tion nor quantization noise is clearly dominating, previous re-
sults in (25) and (26) may be overestimating the performance.
For this reason, Fig. 7 shows the actual maximum transmit
power with respect to the number of bits at the ADC without
any such assumptions, calculated numerically from (23). Also
the maximum transmit powers for the two special scenarios are
shown. With a low number of bits, the quantization noise is
indeed the limiting factor for the transmit power, and the curve
corresponding to (25) is very close to the real value. On the
other hand, with a high number of bits, the line corresponding
to (26) is closer to the real value, as the power of quantization
noise becomes negligibly low. This demonstrates very good
accuracy and applicability of the derived analytical results.
Perhaps the most interesting observation from Fig. 7 is
that, with Parameter Set 1, it is sufficient to have a 10 bit
ADC in order to decrease the power of quantization noise
negligibly low. This is shown by the fact that after that point,
the maximum transmit power saturates to the value calculated
with (26). The saturated value of the maximum transmit power
can only be increased by implementing more linear transceiver
components or by increasing the amount of SI attenuation in
the analog domain, thereby decreasing the power of nonlinear
distortion and thus lowering the overall noise floor.
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Overall, with the chosen parameters for the receiver, the
bottleneck during the full-duplex operation in Case A is
the quantization noise, in addition to the actual SI. This
is an observation worth noting, as performing as much SI
cancellation in the digital domain as possible is very desirable,
since it allows the construction of cheaper and more compact
full-duplex transceivers with affordable and highly-integrated
RF components. In addition, it is also observed that, with
higher transmit powers, the nonlinear distortion produced by
the PA of the transmitter is a considerable factor. If a cheaper
and less linear PA is used, this nonlinear distortion starts to
limit even more heavily the achievable performance of a full-
duplex transceiver.
3) Calculations with Parameter Set 2: In order to ana-
lyze how using cheaper, and hence lower-quality, components
affects the RX chain, some calculations are done also with
Parameter Set 2. The values of the parameters are again listed
in Tables I and II. The sensitivity of the receiver is improved
by decreasing the bandwidth and SNR requirement, and the
power of the received signal is also decreased accordingly. In
addition, the amount of RF cancellation is now assumed to be
only 20 dB. This has a serious effect on the bit loss and the
requirements for the digital cancellation.
The only component, whose specifications are improved, is
the ADC, as it is now chosen to have 12 bits. The reason
for this is to preserve a sufficient resolution for the signal
of interest in the digital domain, as the amount of lost bits is
relatively high with these weaker parameters. The calculations
are again carried out assuming that the amount of digital
cancellation can be increased arbitrarily high.
The required amount of digital cancellation, when using Pa-
rameter Set 2, is depicted in Fig. 5, and Fig. 8 shows the power
levels of the different signal components in this scenario, again
calculated with (9)–(18). It can be seen that now nonlinear
distortion, produced by the receiver components, is the limiting
factor for the transmit power, instead of quantization noise.
The maximum transmit power is only approximately 10 dBm.
After this point, mitigating only the linear SI is not sufficient
to sustain the required SINR, as nonlinear distortion decreases
the SINR below the required level.
With this parameter set, it can be seen that the amount of
lost bits is very high (cf. Fig. 4). This is due to the decreased
RF cancellation ability, which means that the SI power is
higher at the ADC interface. Thus, with lower SI cancellation
performance at the analog/RF domain, the requirements for
the ADC are heavily increased.
It can also be concluded that, with cheaper and less linear
components, mitigating the RX chain nonlinear distortion with
additional nonlinear DSP can provide performance gain. This
is shown by Fig. 7, where it can be observed that with
Parameter Set 2, the maximum transmit power is decreased
to 10 dBm, as opposed to the maximum transmit power of
25 dBm achieved with Parameter Set 1. This difference is
caused by the lower linearity and decreased RF cancellation
ability of the receiver utilizing Parameter Set 2. Thus, with
decreased transceiver linearity and RF cancellation ability, also
the nonlinear distortion produced by the RX chain must be
considered, as Figs. 7 and 8 demonstrate.
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Fig. 8: The power levels of different signal components at the input of the
detector with Parameter Set 2, assuming Case A.
C. Results with Case B
In the system calculations of this section, Case B is con-
sidered, and thus the reference signal for RF cancellation
is taken from the input of the PA. This means that the
nonlinear distortion produced by the PA is not attenuated
by RF cancellation, as it is not included in the cancellation
signal. This obviously increases the effect of these TX-induced
nonlinearities.
The values for the parameters of the RX chain are chosen
according to Parameter Set 1, and the amount of digital
cancellation is again controlled to maintain a 3 dB loss of
SINR. The transmit power is varied from −5 dBm to 25 dBm.
Figure 9 illustrates the power levels of different signal com-
ponents in this scenario. It can be observed that the nonlinear
distortion produced by the PA is the most significant distortion
component already with transmit powers higher than 11 dBm.
Furthermore, with transmit powers higher than 12 dBm, it will
decrease the SINR below the required level, thus preventing
the usage of higher transmit powers.
When comparing Fig. 9 to Fig. 6, it can be observed that the
difference is significant. This is caused by the fact that in Case
B, the nonlinear distortion produced by the PA is not attenu-
ated by RF cancellation, unlike in Case A. Hence, it is clear
that an ability to mitigate nonlinear distortion would provide
a significant performance gain for a full-duplex transceiver,
which is implemented according to Case B. Furthermore, with
the chosen parameters, it would be sufficient to mitigate the
nonlinearities in the digital domain, as the quantization noise
floor is fairly low relative to the other signal components.
In order to demonstrate the potential of nonlinear cancella-
tion, the maximum transmit powers of two different scenarios
are compared. In the first case, it is assumed that digital
cancellation is linear, and can thus mitigate only the linear
part of the SI signal. In the other case, it is assumed that
digital cancellation is able to mitigate also the nonlinear part
of the SI signal, in addition to the linear part. Figure 10 shows
the increase in the maximum transmit power, when comparing
these two scenarios. The same curve has also been plotted
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Fig. 9: The power levels of different signal components at the input of the
detector with Parameter Set 1, assuming Case B.
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Fig. 10: The increase in maximum transmit power when also the nonlinear
distortion of the SI channel can be mitigated with digital cancellation,
compared to only linear cancellation. Horizontal axis depicts the total amount
of achieved digital cancellation. The curves correspond to different IIP3
figures of the PA.
with different IIP3 values for the PA. The curves have been
calculated based on (9)–(18), with the modification that in the
other case, P3rd,PA is also attenuated by Adig. It can be observed
that being able to mitigate the nonlinear component of the SI
signal in the digital domain provides a significant increase in
the maximum transmit power when the total amount of digital
cancellation is increased. This has also been observed with
actual waveform simulations in [15].
It can also be observed that already with 25 dB of digital
cancellation, the maximum transmit power is increased by as
much as 5 dB, if also the nonlinear component of the SI
signal is mitigated. Obviously, the achievable gain is smaller
with a more linear PA, and this indicates that when the
nonlinear component of the SI signal is weaker, linear digital
cancellation might be sufficient. However, with a less linear
PA, significant increase in the maximum transmit power can be
achieved with nonlinear digital cancellation, almost regardless
of the total amount of achieved cancellation.
TABLE IV: Additional parameters for the waveform simulator.
Parameter Value
Constellation 16-QAM
Number of subcarriers 64
Number of data subcarriers 48
Guard interval 16 samples
Sample length 15.625 ns
Symbol length 4 µs
Signal bandwidth 12.5 MHz
Oversampling factor 4
ADC bits 12
Overall, Figs. 9 and 10 illustrate that nonlinear distortion
produced by the TX PA is a significant issue in full-duplex
transceivers, when the reference signal for RF cancellation
is taken from the input of the PA. Furthermore, the ability
to compensate it can significantly improve the performance
of the transceiver. Thus, implementing nonlinear estimation
and processing mechanisms for digital SI cancellation is an
interesting topic for future research.
IV. WAVEFORM SIMULATIONS AND COMPARISONS
In order to analyze and demonstrate the good accuracy of
the used models and the system calculation results, a complete
full-duplex waveform simulator is constructed. It emulates
a similar direct conversion transceiver that is used in the
analytical calculations, having the parameters corresponding
to Parameter Set 1. Here, only Case A is considered for
compactness.
The simulator is implemented with Matlab and Simulink,
using SimRF component library. The simulated waveform is
chosen to be an OFDM signal with parameters specified in
Table IV. These parameters are in essence similar to WLAN
specifications, and they are used for generating both the
transmitted and received signals.
The SI channel is assumed to be static and it consists
of a main coupling component and three weak multipath
components, which are delayed by one, three, and eight sample
intervals in relation to the main component, respectively. This
corresponds to a maximum delay of 125 ns. The delay of
the main component is assumed to be negligibly small, as
the distance between the antennas is typically very short. The
average power difference between the main component and
the multipath components is set to 45 dB, which is on the
same range as values measured in [29].
In these simulations, a single-tap RF canceller is considered,
as this corresponds to the most typical scenario currently used
in the literature [3], [4]. Thus, in this scenario, RF cancellation
attenuates only the main coupling component of the SI signal.
In the simulator, also some delay, amplitude, and phase errors
are included in the RF cancellation signal to achieve the
desired amount of SI attenuation, and to model the cancellation
process in a realistic manner.
The attenuation of the weaker multipath components is then
done by digital cancellation after the ADC. The implementa-
tion of digital cancellation utilizes classic least-squares based
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SI coupling channel estimation, which is implemented with
linear least-squares fitting between the ideal TX data and RX
observation during a calibration period. Thus, the amount of
digital cancellation cannot be tuned arbitrarily since it depends
directly on the accuracy of these TX-RX channel estimates.
The amount of achieved digital cancellation is illustrated in
Fig. 11. The fluctuating curve is the realized value, and
the smooth curve is a third order polynomial fitted to the
realized values. The polynomial approximation is used when
calculating the analytical SINR, in order to assess realistic
average performance. As shown in Fig. 11, larger amounts of
cancellation are achieved with higher transmit powers, as the
quality of the channel estimate is better with a stronger SI
signal. This phenomenon has also been observed in practice
[29]. However, with transmit powers above 17 dBm, the power
of the PA-induced nonlinear distortion starts to decrease the
achievable digital cancellation.
The results of the analytical calculations are then com-
pared to the simulation results in terms of the SINR at the
input of the detector (SINRd). Figure 12 shows the SINRs
obtained with analytical calculations and with full waveform
simulations, with respect to transmit power. In the waveform
simulator, the SINR is calculated by first determining the
effective powers for the ideal signal, and total noise-plus-
interference signal. After this, the SINR is calculated as the
ratio of these signal powers. The simulation is repeated 50
times for each transmit power, and the transmit power is
varied with 1 dB intervals. The SINR corresponding to each
transmit power is calculated as the average value of these
independent realizations. The analytical SINR is calculated
directly from the previously presented equations. From Fig. 12
it can be seen that the analytical and simulated SINR curves
are practically identical, thus evidencing excellent accuracy
and reliability of the reported analytical expressions. With
closer inspection, it can be observed that the analytically
calculated SINR is actually slightly pessimistic throughout the
considered transmit power range, but the difference is only in
the order of 0.1–0.3 dB. This is likely to be caused by the
different approximations made when deriving the equations
for the power levels of the different signal components. In
any case, it can be concluded that the accuracy of the analysis
is very high.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the effects of self-interference on the receiver
chain of a full-duplex transceiver were analyzed in detail,
taking into accout realistic antenna isolation, RF cancellation
and digital baseband cancellation. Specific emphasis was on
modeling and analyzing the impacts of transmitter and re-
ceiver RF nonlinearities as well as analog-to-digital converter
dynamic range requirements. The reliability of the analytical
results was also verified and demonstrated by comparing them
with the reference results acquired from complete full-duplex
device waveform simulations. These comparisons showed ex-
cellent match, verifying the high accuracy and reliability of
the results.
In terms of RF cancellation reference injection, the analysis
covered two alternative scenarios where the reference is taken
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either from transmitter power amplifier output (Case A) or
input (Case B). In Case A, it was observed that with high-
quality RF components and RF cancellation, the maximum
tolerable transmit power is mostly limited by the quantization
noise of the receiver analog-to-digital converter, as well as by
the achievable amount of linear digital cancellation. However,
with low-cost receiver RF components and lower-quality RF
cancellation, feasible for mobile devices, also the transceiver
chain nonlinearities were found considerable and can actually
become the limiting factor. In Case B, in turn, it was observed
that the linearity of the power amplifier is the major bottleneck
for the receiver performance with transmit powers above
10 dBm, even when clearly fulfilling any typical transmitter
emission mask. This applies also to a closely-related archi-
tecture where separate low-power transmitter chain is used to
generate the RF reference.
In order to be able to implement full-duplex transceivers
with transmit powers in the order of 20–30 dBm, typical to
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WiFi and mobile cellular radio terminals, with low-cost RF
electronics, the findings of this article strongly motivate for the
development of nonlinear digital self-interference cancellation
techniques. This applies to the 2nd- and 3rd-order inband
nonlinear distortion of the receiver RF components, and in
particular to the 3rd-order inband nonlinear distortion of the
transmitter power amplifier. Developing such nonlinear can-
cellation techniques is the main topic of our future research.
APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF BIT LOSS DUE TO SI
A principal equation for the bit loss due to noise and inter-
ference is written in (6). However, as we are now interested in
the amount of bits lost due to SI, the bit losses under HD and
FD operation must be compared. By subtracting the amount
of lost bits under HD operation from the amount of lost bits
under FD operation, we obtain the desired value of bit loss
due to SI, written as
blost =
Ptarget − PSOI,FD
6.02
− Ptarget − PSOI,HD
6.02
, (27)
where Ptarget corresponds to the total power of the signal at the
input of the ADC (which is always constant because of AGC),
and PSOI,FD and PSOI,HD are the powers of the desired signal
with and without SI, respectively. Because the total power of
the signal at the input of the ADC is kept constant by the
AGC, (27) can be further simplified to express the bit loss in
terms of the gains as
blost =
PSOI,HD − PSOI,FD
6.02
=
PSOI,in +GHD − (PSOI,in +GFD)
6.02
=
GHD −GFD
6.02
,
(28)
where GFD is the total gain of the RX chain under FD
operation, and GHD is the total gain under HD operation,
correspondingly. This is a rather intuitive expression for the bit
loss, as the power of SI is obviously included in GFD due the
reduction of the gain by the AGC. Noting that G = Ptarget−Pin
and 6.02 ≈ 10 log10(4), the bit loss can be written as
blost =
(Ptarget − Pin,HD)− (Ptarget − Pin,FD)
10 log10(4)
=
Pin,FD − Pin,HD
10 log10(4)
=
10 log10
(
pin,FD
pin,HD
)
10 log10(4)
= log4
(
pin,FD
pin,HD
)
≈ log4
(
1 +
pSI,in + p3rd,PA,in
pSOI,in + pN,in
)
. (29)
By denoting that pSI,in = ptxaantaRF and p3rd,PA,in =
p3rd,PA,tx
aantaNL
=
p3tx
aantaNLiip32PAg
2
PA
, (29) can finally be written as
blost = log4
[
1 +
(
1
pSOI,in + pN,in
)
·
(
ptx
aantaRF
+
p3tx
aantaNLiip3
2
PAg
2
PA
)]
. (30)
APPENDIX B
DERIVATIONS OF RECEIVER NONLINEAR DISTORTION
PRODUCTS
The derivation of (15) and (16) is done based on the power
of nonlinear distortion at the output of a single component.
This, on the other hand, can be calculated with (8). In the
considered full-duplex transceiver, only the mixer and the
VGA produce SI-induced 2nd-order nonlinear distortion on
to the signal band. However, all the components are assumed
to produce 3rd-order nonlinear distortion.
The derivation is done with linear power units to present the
calculations in a more compact form. The total power of the
signal at the input of the RX chain is denoted as pin. It consists
of the signal of interest, SI, and thermal noise. Furthermore,
the increase in the thermal noise power occurring within the
RX chain is omitted, as it has no significant effect on the
power of the nonlinear distortion. Using (8), and expressing
the output power in terms of gain and input power, the power
of the 3rd-order nonlinear distortion at the output of the LNA
can be written as
P3rd,LNA = GLNA + Pin − 2(IIP3 LNA − Pin) (31)
Using the corresponding linear units, this can be written as
p3rd,LNA =
gLNAp
3
in
iip3 2LNA
. (32)
Now, noting that with the chosen parameters the power of
the nonlinear distortion is negligibly small in comparison to
the total power of the signal, the input power of the mixer can
be written as
pin,mixer = gLNApin + p3rd,LNA ≈ gLNApin. (33)
The power of the 2nd-order nonlinear distortion produced by
the mixer can be then written as
p2nd,mixer =
gmixerp
2
in,mixer
iip2mixer
=
gmixer
iip2mixer
(gLNApin)
2
=
g2LNAgmixerp
2
in
iip2mixer
. (34)
The power of the 3rd-order nonlinear distortion produced by
the mixer can in turn be written as
p3rd,mixer =
gmixerp
3
in,mixer
iip3 2mixer
=
gmixer
iip3 2mixer
(gLNApin)
3
=
g3LNAgmixerp
3
in
iip3 2mixer
. (35)
Again, noting that the power of the nonlinear distortion is
negligibly small in comparison to the total power of the signal,
the input power of the VGA can be written as
pin,VGA ≈ gmixerpin,mixer = gLNAgmixerpin. (36)
The power of the 2nd-order nonlinear distortion at the output
of the VGA can thus be written as
p2nd,VGA =
gVGAp
2
in,VGA
iip2VGA
=
gVGA
iip2VGA
(gLNAgmixerpin)
2
=
g2LNAg
2
mixergVGAp
2
in
iip2VGA
. (37)
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Similarly, the power of 3rd-order nonlinear distortion at the
output of the VGA can be written as
p3rd,VGA =
gVGAp
3
in,VGA
iip3 2VGA
=
gVGA
iip3 2VGA
(gLNAgmixerpin)
3
=
g3LNAg
3
mixergVGAp
3
in
iip3 2VGA
. (38)
Finally, the total power of the nonlinear distortion of a
given order can be determined by summing the powers of
the nonlinear distortion at the output of each individual com-
ponent, including also the effect of the gains of the upcoming
components. Thus, the total power of the 2nd-order nonlinear
distortion can be written as follows, using (34) and (37):
p2nd = gVGAp2nd,mixer + p2nd,VGA
= gVGA
g2LNAgmixerp
2
in
iip2mixer
+
g2LNAg
2
mixergVGAp
2
in
iip2VGA
= g2LNAgmixergVGAp
2
in
(
1
iip2mixer
+
gmixer
iip2VGA
)
. (39)
Similarly, the total power of the 3rd-order nonlinear distortion
can be written as follows, using (32), (35), and (38):
p3rd = gmixergVGAp3rd,LNA + gVGAp3rd,mixer + p3rd,VGA
= gmixergVGA
gLNAp
3
in
iip3 2LNA
+ gVGA
g3LNAgmixerp
3
in
iip3 2mixer
+
g3LNAg
3
mixergVGAp
3
in
iip3 2VGA
= gLNAgmixergVGAp
3
in
[(
1
iip3 LNA
)2
+
(
gLNA
iip3mixer
)2
+
(
gLNAgmixer
iip3VGA
)2]
. (40)
When comparing the values calculated with the obtained
equations to the values calculated without approximations, it
is observed that the error is in the order of 0.7 % with transmit
powers above 5 dBm. Thus, the approximations which are
made in the derivation process do not have any notable effect
on the reliability of the equations with the chosen parameter
range.
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